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Introduction

There are 3,140 counties in America.

Between 1990-2000, New York County (Manhattan) experienced the biggest increase in median home value.
Ranking 2-10 were nine counties home to prominent resorts: Nantucket, Massachusetts, and eight in the northern
Rockies: Aspen, Breckenridge, Steamboat Springs, Telluride, and Vail, Colorado; Park City, Utah; Jackson Hole,
Wyoming; and Sun Valley, Idaho.  In previous decades, the counties with the biggest increases in home value tended
to be America’s financial capitals or their suburbs.

During the 1990s, these nine counties also grew rapidly in many other socio-economic categories, including
population, income, and housing units.  Yet this growth occurred while tourism – their ostensible economic engine –
was relatively stagnant.

What drove the growth of these and other resort communities?

Simply put, people moved there for two reasons: because they wanted to and because they could.  The same
holds true today.

This paper will describe the basic forces underlying this rapid growth.  It will then discuss how these
communities can deal with its consequences, and how they can fund efforts to sustain themselves.

This paper will focus on the nine counties cited above.  It will refer to them as the “A9" (for “Archetypal 9”),
for their experiences are archetypical of the growth and change affecting many mountain towns and other communities
located in beautiful natural settings.

Terminology

In the author’s view, the term “amenity migration” does not accurately describe why the A9 and other “nice”
places are rapidly growing and changing.

The American Heritage dictionary (4  edition) offers three definitions of “amenity.”   “Amenity migration” usesth

the second: “Something that contributes to physical or material comfort.”

By focusing on physical or material comfort, “amenity migration” completely misses the primary reason people
move to A9 communities: The place speaks to them.  Whether landscape, community character, or some other quality,
people are moving to the A9 for qualities that can’t be purchased, built, or otherwise imported.
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As a result, the term “amenity migration” encourages a fundamental misunderstanding of why such towns are
growing and changing; by extension, a faulty understanding can lead to flawed responses to these changes.  Further
complicating the dialogue is that amenities are often associated with development, something “nice” places often view
with ambivalence.

Because it more accurately captures why the A9 are changing, this paper will use the term “lifestyle migration.”
While still flawed, “lifestyle” better describes the attraction the A9 hold for migrants and long-time residents alike: their
natural setting, sense of community, and attendant lifestyle. 

Lifestyle migration – Why people want to move to mountain communities

In The Godfather, Michael Corleone is hit by “the thunderbolt”: “...she would haunt his memory every day of
his life if he did not possess her.  His life had become simplified, focused on one point, everything else was unworthy
of even a moment’s attention.”

In increasing numbers, people are moving to the A9 because the place speaks to them.  They visit, the
thunderbolt hits them, that place becomes home.  It’s as simple – and as inexplicable – as falling in love.

Lifestyle migration – Why people can move to mountain communities

In 1900, the combined population of the A9 counties was
40,300.  Sixty years later, it was 34,867, 13 percent fewer.
During that same period, the world’s population grew 97 percent;
America’s 135 percent.

From 1900-1960, the A9 lost population because their
economies were dying.  For generations, residents depended on
commodities such as minerals, livestock, and timber; by 1960, this
economy was withering.  The result? Young people were leaving,
and new people were not moving in.

Salvation came from alpine skiing.  Winter tourism
boosted A9 economies, and between 1960-1980, the A9's
combined populations more-than-doubled.  Population growth
slowed in the 1980s, but shot up again in the 1990s, growing more
in those ten years than it had in the previous 90 combined.  (Graph
1)

Growth in the 1990s was due to two things: Thanks to the
thunderbolt, people wanted to move to the A9; thanks to six
fundamental changes in the world, they could.

Fundamental Change #1 – Technology

The pace of technological change is doubling.  It took the
U.S. 99 years to issue its first two million patents; 42 years to
issue its second; and 22 years to issue its third. Currently, the U.S.
is on pace to issue its fourth two million patents in 10 years.
(Graph 2)

Graph 1

Graph 2
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The accelerating pace of change has profoundly affected everyday life.  In 1980, fax machines and personal
computers were rare; ten years later, they were commonplace.  In 1990, the world wide web didn’t exist, and cell phones
and DVDs were niche products.  Ten years later, all were commonplace.  Today, iPods and hybrid cars are
commonplace; in 2000, they existed only in laboratories.

Because of these technological changes, people are able to interact in ways unimaginable a generation ago;
because of their ubiquity, it is increasingly easier to do any type of
work anywhere; thanks in part to the pace of these changes, the
A9's populations have quadrupled in 30 years, arguably faster than
the communities can cope with.

Fundamental Change #2 – Economy

To grossly over-simplify, an area’s economy evolves
through four generations:

• First generation – hunter-gatherer
• Second generation – government and

commodities (mining, timber, agriculture)
• Third generation – value-added (manufacturing,

or tourism in beautiful places)
• Fourth generation – professional services and

investments

Graph 3 shows America’s economic evolution from 1970-
2005.  This was a period of convergence, as manufacturing income
declined and services income increased.  During the same period,
the A9's experience was diametrically opposite (Graph 4).  (Note:
for data consistency in Graphs 3 and 4, “fourth generation” income
includes just investments.)

In 1970, A9 residents derived their income equally from
investments and second- and third-generation income sources.  35
years later, investment income alone was two times greater than
second and third generation sources combined.  This rapid and
profound economic change underlies many of the stresses facing
the A9, as they struggle to cope with passing through two
economic generations in just one human generation.

Fundamental Change #3 – Transportation

Between 1960-2000, America’s population increased 57
percent.  During that same time, the number of vehicles registered
tripled.

Compared to air traffic growth, though, both population
and vehicle growth pale: Between 1960-2000, passenger ton-miles
increased eighteen-fold, and freight ton-miles increased thirty six-
fold.  (Graph 5)

Graph 4

Graph 3

Graph 5
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As a result, the once-isolated A9 have become increasingly connected with the rest of the world: not just
electronically through telecommunications and the internet; but physically through the increasing ease with which
residents can get to other places.  Even more notable is the increasing ease with which residents can buy and receive
goods which, twenty years ago, would have taken days or weeks to arrive, if they’d been available at all.  Because of
these changes, A9 residents need to make fewer and fewer material sacrifices to live in the places which speak to their
souls.

Fundamental Change #4 – Mores

During the past 10-20 years, American mores have shifted toward increasingly casual life- and work-styles.
Tele-commuting, flex-scheduling, less formal dressing, and the like are now commonplace, complemented by the desire-
cum-demand to want it all and want it now.  The A9 lifestyle is well-synched with these mores.

Fundamental Change #5 – Values

Post-World War 2, suburbs boomed because they offered a better quality of life than cities: cleaner air; less
congestion; greater personal safety; better recreational opportunities; more sense of community.  Americans still seek
those values, especially because they are perceived as increasingly scarce.  The A9 lifestyle is built around these values,
and offers them in abundance.

Fundamental Change #6 – Quality of Urban Life

Suburbanization was enabled by changes in technology, the economy, transportation, mores, and values;  it
thrived because many people felt suburban life offered something better than city life.  The same phenomenon is
occurring today with the A9.

The fact that a majority of Americans today live in suburbs suggests people continue to have concerns about
the quality of life in urban areas.  However, many of the same woes afflicting cities – crowding, congestion, crime, and
the like – now afflict suburban areas as well.  As a result, “exurbs,” the A9, and other “nice” places to live are among
America’s fastest-growing areas, a function of dissatisfaction with both urban life and its suburban counterpart.

What makes the A9's growth unprecedented is that it is virtual suburbanization: “suburbanization” because
people are moving there to improve their quality of life; “virtual” because A9 residents are often geographically isolated
from their work.

This highlights the critical distinction between “amenity” and “lifestyle” migrants.  “Amenity migrants” move
to a community for things that have been built (think of Las Vegas); “lifestyle migrants” move for things which can’t
be built, in particular the natural setting and sense of community.  Exurbs offer “lifestyle” qualities to those who need
a physical connection to their work; the A9 and other remote-but-scenic locales offer “lifestyle” qualities to those who
can work from anywhere, or don’t need to work.

Lifestyle migration – Implications for mountain communities

Due to these six fundamental changes, the A9's population has exploded since 1990.  None of these changes
– in technology, the economy, transportation, mores, values, or urban life – will reverse themselves; if anything, each
will only accelerate.
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As a result, the transformation of the A9 communities (and other “nice” places) will also accelerate:
• population will not just grow, but to spill over into adjacent communities, creating actual suburbs to

the A9's virtual suburbs;
• the A9's economic, demographic, and social patterns will move even further away from their second-

and third-generation roots; and 
• seemingly in front of residents’ eyes, the A9 will continue to change into places shaped by outside

forces, rather than by local desires.

Tying all these changes together is the “golden goose” threat: Rapid transformation is threatening the essential
lifestyle qualities – the essential  “something” – that make the A9 so attractive in the first place.  If this “something”
is fundamentally compromised, people who freely chose to move to the A9 will be equally free to move away.  Yet
because these communities have been overwhelmed by rapid growth, they have rarely taken time to define, measure,
or sustain their essential, “golden goose” qualities.

Lifestyle migration – What mountain communities can do to identify and sustain their essential qualities

For communities interested in maintaining their essential “something,” two factors are critical: understanding
how and why they are changing; and developing mechanisms to effectively cope with those changes.

With rare exception, fundamental change results from numerous small incremental steps rather than one
significant occurrence.  Yet most communities seek a single cause of multi-faceted changes; worse, they look to a single
source – usually government – to effect a single solution.

This is problematic in two ways.  First, because change is complex, single solutions (e.g. a land use plan) rarely
work.  This is especially true for multi-faceted issues like sustaining a community’s essential qualities.

Second, government is not well-designed to address rapid or profound change.  Schechter’s maxim holds that
economies change faster than perceptions, and perceptions change faster than politics.  This reflects not only that, like
technology, economies change quickly, but also that America’s governance system was created in the 1790s, when
information traveled slowly and change followed suit.  Today, news travels instantaneously and change occurs almost
as quickly.  Government, however, still operates at a pace that would feel comfortable to the Founding Fathers.

This disconnect suggests that government is unlikely to be able to address the changes produced by a rapidly-
changing fourth generation economy.  Instead, for communities to identify and sustain their essential qualities, they must
develop fourth generation leadership; i.e. harness and orient toward a common goal all the forces creating change:
businesses, non-profits, agencies, and individuals; all those whose daily decisions move the community from where it
is to where it will be.

What does fourth generation leadership look like?  The best example comes from industry: the Toyota
Production System (TPS).

Toyota has two beliefs key to fourth generation leadership:
• Toyota sees itself as a people development company that happens to make cars.  Their

greatest asset is their people, so their primary focus is employee development.
• Making a car is a complex process involving coordinating a large number of rapidly-changing

variables. 
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Both of these beliefs – outcomes depend on peoples’ actions, and outcomes result from a complex process –
are as applicable to A9 communities as automobile manufacturing.  As a result, communities concerned about shaping
their future – rather than having their future shaped by outside forces – can benefit from applying the principles and
tools of TPS.

TPS cannot be adequately described in this paper.  However, when using TPS to identify and sustain a
community’s key qualities, two components stand out:

1. Statement of Ideal.  All Toyota employees judge all their activities against an unambiguous, never-
attainable Statement of Ideal, something which combines the inspirational quality of a mission
statement with a practical management tool for evaluating every action taken by every employee.

2. The importance of measurement.  If something can’t be measured, it can’t be evaluated; if it can’t be
evaluated, progress can’t be accurately judged.

Building on these two foundational components, every Toyota plant every year makes tens of thousands of
incremental changes , each unambiguously evaluated as to whether it moves Toyota closer to ideal.  If it does, it is
incorporated into Toyota’s production processes; if it doesn’t, it is re-worked until it does.

Case Study: Jackson Hole, Wyoming

Jackson Hole, Wyoming, an A9 community, features a major ski area and two national parks (Grand Teton
and Yellowstone).  In 2004, it began an effort called Sustaining Jackson Hole (SJH), which applies TPS principles to
identifying and sustaining the community’s essential qualities.

Like other A9s, since 1990 Jackson Hole has undergone rapid and profound change: a near-doubling of
population; sharp increases in housing prices and income; a fundamental shift in voting patterns; and numerous other
changes.  As a result, residents fear Jackson Hole is losing – or has lost – its most important qualities, including
character and sense of community.

Complicating things further, all of this change has occurred despite stagnant tourism: national park visitation
is lower today than 15 years ago, while skier days are only moderately higher.

Jackson Hole’s previous planning and community development efforts focused on specific topics such as land
use, the economy, or transportation.  Recognizing that Jackson Hole is an amalgam of many parts, however, SJH
developed a process allowing each fundamental facet of the community to use the same tools to identify and measure
its key qualities, then evaluate them against a Statement of Ideal.

As noted above, Statements of Ideal transcend conventional mission statements by adding a practical
management tool.  For example, consider the mission statement for Jackson Hole’s hospital: “St. John’s creates a
healing environment, with a passionate commitment to healthcare excellence.”  Because of its ambiguity, this lofty
statement is essentially meaningless: What is a “healing environment” or “commitment” (much less “passionate
commitment”)?  Most critically, what is “healthcare excellence”?  Like beauty, each definition lies in the eye of the
beholder.  As a result, this mission statement can’t be used to judge performance; as a further result, it’s been ignored
since it was adopted.
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In contrast, consider a Statement of Ideal for a hospital: “Every patient, every time, will receive exactly the care
they need, at exactly the right time, with no waste, in an atmosphere of complete safety for everyone involved: patients,
providers, and family members.”  Not only does this Ideal Statement inspire; every clause serves as a customer-centered
method for gauging every aspect of the hospital’s performance.

Like a production line assembling a larger whole from smaller parts, Sustaining Jackson Hole broke the Jackson
Hole community into over a dozen “Areas of Interest,” ranging from Agriculture and the Arts through Religion and
Transportation.  A Working Group was formed for each, made up volunteers interested in a given Area of Interest.
All were welcome.

After forming, each Working Group used the same tools and methodology to answer three fundamental
questions:

1. Where are you?  
What is actually known about your Area of Interest?  If you prepared a short, data-based presentation
about your Area of Interest, what would you say?

2. Where do you want to be?
For your Area of Interest, craft a Statement of Ideal that describes an ideal future and allows you to
unambiguously measure progress toward it.

3. How will you get there?
Design a project that will measurably move your Area of Interest closer to ideal.

Because SJH was intended be an on-going, annual process, great care was taken to ensure that Working Group
volunteers felt engaged.  To this end, only a few short, content-filled meetings were held each year (after the first year,
three two-hour meetings per group was the norm).

Generally, the effort has succeeded.  Now in its fourth year, Sustaining Jackson Hole has involved hundreds
of residents and produced a number of tangible results, including:

• A“State of Our Community” conference, at which the SJH groups presented and discussed their
findings to several hundred residents.

• A “Proceedings” book, which summarized and expanded on the conference presentations.

• Over a dozen “mini-Summits,” smaller, half-day Area of Interest-specific conferences.  Topics have
included:
• Providing human services across county and state lines;
• Reducing regional electricity consumption by ten percent over three years;
• Bringing together biologists and planners to identify and develop scientific information needed

for land use decisions; and
• Bringing together conservation and housing groups to develop and advocate a collective

vision.

Sustaining Jackson Hole has been led by the Charture Institute, and co-sponsored by the Jackson Hole Chamber
of Commerce and the Northern Rockies Conservation Cooperative.  Funding has been provided by all three
organizations, local government, private foundations, and individual donors.
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Lifestyle migration – How mountain communities can fund sustainability efforts

As noted above, volunteer satisfaction is critical to Sustaining Jackson Hole’s success.  This was not a problem
the first few years, because SJH provided participants an unprecedented opportunity to learn from their peers in a safe,
collaborative environment. 

One result was that participants produced numerous proposals on how to move their Areas of Interest closer
to Ideal.  One unexpected problem, however, was dashed expectations: Participants became discouraged by a lack of
funding to effect their proposals.  This, in turn, threatened SJH’s long-term viability: If their ideas weren’t being
executed, why should volunteers continue to participate?

The problem was addressed by the Charture Institute creating “1% for the Tetons” (1%T).

1%T is a sister organization to 1% for the Planet (1%P), whose members donate one percent of their annual
sales (i.e. gross revenues) to approved environmental non-profits.

1%T members also donate one percent of sales.  However, rather choosing where to donate their money, 1%T
members donate to 1%T, which in turn aggregates the money and grants it to fund local sustainability projects.  Because
Charture is an approved 1%P non-profit, all 1%T members also automatically become members of 1%P.

1% for the Tetons was launched in June 2006.  In August 2007, it awarded its first grants to ten separate
projects throughout the Tetons region.  Totaling slightly over $100,000, grants ranged in size from $1,000 to $33,500.
In 2008, 1%T anticipates awarding over $150,000.

Conclusion

Two concluding thoughts.

First, Charture’s work is composed of three inter-connected pieces: research, Sustaining Jackson Hole, and 1%
for the Tetons.

Sustaining Jackson Hole is a direct outgrowth of Charture’s research, a way to use Charture’s findings to
address the actual causes and consequences of growth and change in the A9.

Similarly, 1% for the Tetons grew out of the need for funding to effect the projects developed through SJH.

To complete the circle, 1%T’s grant criteria draw from Charture’s research.  In particular, through its criteria,
1%T encourages applicants to develop new ways to approach the challenges and opportunities facing the region.  For
example, because Charture’s research highlighted how issues facing A9 communities are increasingly cross-
jurisdictional and multi-disciplinary, 1%T grant criteria give strong preference to applications submitted by multiple
partners representing different disciplines and economic sectors.  In this way, Charture hopes to help the community
develop and practice fourth generation leadership.

Second, ecologists feel the richest study sites are boundaries between ecosystems – this is where species
struggle to adapt to one another and the larger environment.  Because the A9 and other “nice” places sit at the
boundaries between human and natural environments, they are the planet’s test cases for figuring out how – or even
whether – those two worlds can co-exist.
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People living in the A9 and other “nice” places tend to be wealthier and better-educated than average.  More
importantly, they feel a fierce attraction to not just their communities, but the environment around them.  As a result,
A9 residents possess a unique combination of tools and incentive for figuring out how to effectively sustain both human
communities and the surrounding natural world.

To do this, however, requires a clear understanding of the forces driving the rapid growth and change engulfing
such communities.  Critically, it also requires both a new way of thinking about how to harness and guide those forces,
and tools as dynamic and powerful as the forces themselves.  With luck, this paper has offered insights into both.


